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Abstract. We present a newly developed high-pressure nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) flow cell, which 
allows for the simultaneous determination of water saturation, effective gas permeability and NMR relaxation 
time distribution in two-phase fluid flow experiments. We introduce both the experimental setup and the 
experimental procedure on a tight Rotliegend sandstone sample. The initially fully water saturated sample is 
systematically drained by a stepwise increase of gas (Nitrogen) inlet pressure and the drainage process is 
continuously monitored by low field NMR relaxation measurements. After correction of the data for 
temperature fluctuations, the monitored changes in water saturation proved very accurate. The experimental 
procedure provides quantitative information about the total water saturation as well as about its distribution 
within the pore space at defined differential pressure conditions. Furthermore, the relationship between water 
saturation and relative (or effective) apparent permeability is directly determined.  

1 Introduction  

Petrophysical parameters play an important role in many 
geological applications and are subject of various research 
projects. For reservoir simulations, laboratory fluid flow 
experiments are crucial in order to determine parameters, 
which can be used to calculate fluid redistribution in the 
subsurface. Regularly, core analysis is done under 
ambient conditions on dry plugs or completely water 
saturated samples, i.e., single-phase fluid flow is 
measured in order to derive intrinsic permeability [1, 2]. 
However, when it comes to the characterization of low 
permeable material (tight sandstones, shales) below the mD-range, the experimental procedures need to be 
adapted for low flow rates and high fluid pressures. This 
is especially difficult for the determination of the effective 
permeability of a fluid in presence of another fluid, which 
can be up to three orders of magnitude lower than the 
intrinsic permeability [3]. In a two-phase fluid flow 
system, different factors have to be accounted for, which 
are often strongly coupled and interdependent like e.g. 
stress dependence, water saturation and capillary 
pressure. The latter is highly important, as gas flow 
through low permeable (partially) water saturated rocks is 
usually controlled by capillary pressure, i.e., as water is 
drained from the pores with increasing differential gas 
pressure [4]. 

In order to derive correlations between effective 
permeability, water saturation and capillary pressure, 
commonly, several experiments are carried out in 
different setups (core-flooding experiments, centrifuge, 
porous plate, mercury injection [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Generally, 
effective permeability experiments are conducted in 

different steps, each consisting of the pre-saturation and 
an effective permeability measurement. For each 
saturation level, the flow setup has to be dis- and 
reassembled [10, 11]. This procedure is very time 
consuming and bears the risk of sample damage caused 
by repetitive loading / unloading cycles. Additionally, 
changes in water saturation during gas flow experiments 
cannot be directly measured in such a conventional 
experimental flow cell. In this work, we present a newly 
developed NMR flow cell, which can be loaded up to a 
confining pressure of 30 MPa. The apparatus allows the 
determination of water saturation during ongoing fluid 
flow experiments. Here, we introduce the experimental 
procedure as well as its results on an initially fully water 
saturated sandstone sample. After sample installation, the 
drainage process was continuously monitored in terms of 
changing water saturation and effective gas permeability. 
For more experimental results, obtained with the 
introduced NMR flow cell, we refer to [12]. 

2 Theoretical Background 

2.1 Single and Two-Phase Fluid Flow 

In a single-phase system, permeability depends only on 
the rock’s intrinsic properties, i.e. pore size distribution 
and tortuosity [9]. In laboratory experiments, permeability 
can be determined on cm-sized cylindrical plugs with 
either water or gas. When using water as the permeating 
liquid, Darcy’s law for incompressible media is used [13]: 
 

 = −  ΔΔ . (1) 
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Parameters are the volume flow rate  m/s, the 
differential pressure Δp Pa across the sample, fluid 
viscosity η Pa s, cross-sectional area  m, sample 
length Δ m and intrinsic permeability  m. 
When using gas in the experiments, one has to account for 
gas compressibility (eq. 2) and slip flow (eq. 3). 
Assuming the validity of the ideal gas law, integration 
across the sample length and between the up- and 
downstream pressures,  and , yields Darcy’s law for 
compressible media [9]: 
 

 = −  ( − )2Δ  . (2) 

 
The coefficient  m is the apparent gas 
permeability, which is only valid for given fluid pressure 
conditions. It is well known, that gas permeability 
increases with decreasing mean fluid pressures (), 
which is due to the increasing molecule/pore wall 
interactions at low gas densities [14, 15, 16]. In single-
phase flow systems, the so called “Klinkenberg” or “slip 
flow” correction is routinely done according to the 
following linear relationship with  being the intercept 
on the y-axis, thus at infinite high gas pressure: 
 

 =  1 +  (3) 

with  =  . (4) 

 
In eq. 4, the slip factor  Pa is directly related to  m, 
the average or mean pore diameter of the porous medium 
and to parameters describing the property of the gas phase 
( m, the mean free path length of the gas molecule,  ≈1, the Adzumi constant and Pa). Accordingly, the 
smaller the pores, the larger the slip flow effect. In two-
phase systems, this is extremely difficult to measure and 
so far only studied for pre-defined water saturations [10, 
11, 17, 4]. This correction was not done here as it out of 
the scope of the present work. 

In a two-phase fluid system, one distinguishes 
between the wetting and the non-wetting fluid. Both 
phases can be displaced by the other phase, which changes 
the saturation profile within the porous medium. Hereby, 
the terms drainage and imbibition are used, which refer to 
the displacement of the wetting phase by the non-wetting 
phase and vice versa. For most siliciclastic rocks, water is 
considered the wetting phase and gas the non-wetting 
phase. The mobility of both phases (effective 
permeability) is strongly coupled with fluid saturation and 
capillary pressure. Increasing capillary pressure results in 
decreasing water saturation (drainage process), which in 
turn results in more available fluid pathways for gas flow, 
thus an increased effective gas permeability. The smaller 
the pores, the larger is the capillary pressure, which has to 
be applied to drain water from the pore space. This 
relationship is described by the Washburn equation for the 
simplified model of cylindrical pores [18]: 
 

 = 2 cos   ,  (5) 

 
with  the capillary pressure,  N/m the interfacial 
tension between the wetting and non-wetting phase (here 
water and gas),  [°] the surface contact angle of the 
wetting phase and  the equivalent capillary pore radius. 
In non-oil contaminated reservoir rocks,  is usually 
assumed to be zero. In the present study, the pressures 
detected on the up- and downstream pressure side during 
the drainage experiment (, ) correspond to the 
pressures of the gas and water phase, respectively. Hence, 
in the two-phase fluid flow experiments conducted in this 
study, the assumption is made that  equals the 
differential pressure, Δ =  − . 

2.2 NMR T2 relaxation measurements 

In this work, the principles of nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) relaxation measurements are utilized to support 
petrophysical flow experiments - especially monitoring 
the change of water saturation , but also to qualitatively 
resolve the size of the corresponding water filled pores. 

The NMR relaxation mechanism results from the 
interaction of a porous medium with its pore-filling fluid 
containing a detectable amount of hydrogen protons 1H 
(here water). In most laboratory and well-logging 
applications, the magnetic moments (spins) of hydrogen 
protons are aligned with a strong static magnetic field  
and therefore, yield a minute net magnetization. The 
characteristic precession frequency of the magnetization 
around the static magnetic field is called Larmor 
frequency  =  and depends solely on the strength 
of  and the gyromagnetic ratio  of hydrogen. Larmor 
frequencies of commonly available applications can vary 
from approx. 0.2 MHz (4.7 mT) to 0.4 GHz (9.4 T) [19, 
20]. A NMR relaxation measurement is started by 
applying an energizing electromagnetic pulse with the 
appropriate Larmor frequency (creating a secondary 
electromagnetic field ) and thus tipping away all spins 
from their equilibrium state. After the pulse is switched 
off, the spins relax back into their equilibrium state. This 
relaxation process is measured and the resulting NMR 
signal is given by 
 

() =   exp −,


 , (6) 

 
with  the total water filled pore volume, and  the 
volume of pore class  relaxing with the characteristic 
relaxation time ,. The sum of individual amplitudes ∑ / → ( = 0) →  is commonly referred to as 
initial amplitude  and is directly proportional to the 
amount of excited hydrogen protons and therewith, a 
direct measure for water content, and hence, saturation (). 

The NMR  relaxation process itself is a 
superposition of three independent mechanisms [19, 21]: 
(i) the bulk relaxation  of the pore fluid, (ii) the surface 
relaxation  due to the interaction of pore fluid and rock 
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matrix and (iii) diffusional relaxation  caused by spins 
diffusing through a non-uniform magnetic field. In this 
work, we assume no internal field gradients and therefore 
neglect diffusional relaxation. However, in the presence 
of minerals that exhibit high magnetic susceptibilities, 
diffusional relaxation must be accounted for [22, 23, 24]. 
Furthermore, we also assume the so-called fast diffusion 
regime where / ≪ 1, with surface relaxivity , 
characteristic pore size  and self-diffusion coefficient of 
water  [25]. This assumption is reasonable considering 
the pore sizes of the tight sandstone samples used in this 
study. Therefore, in a water saturated porous media the 
effective relaxation time  is given by 
 1 = 1, + 1, + 1, → 1, +  . (7) 

 
By inspection of eq. 7 one can deduce the following 
straightforward relationship: the larger the pore is, the 
smaller is the surface-to-volume ratio /, and hence, the 
longer is the relaxation time  and vice versa. The surface 
relaxivity  is a mineral parameter and relates surface 
inhomogeneities to accelerated relaxation and has 
dimensions of velocity m/s. Generally,  is assumed 
constant for a particular type of porous media and needs 
to be determined via calibration [26]. Depending on the 
knowledge of  and considering eqs. 6 and 7, it is 
possible to directly infer the pore size (or / of the pore) 
from NMR relaxometry data. 

To find the individual amplitudes /  as a function 
of relaxation time , (cf. eq. 6), the so-called relaxation 
time distribution (RTD), a linear system of equations has 
to be solved. Generally, and because this inverse problem 
is ill-posed [27], this is achieved by a regularized 
(smoothed) least-square minimization [28] of the form 
 min‖ − ‖ + ‖‖ (8) 
 
with  = () the NMR data vector,  = / the 
model vector and the forward operator  (cf. eq. 6). Here, 
the smoothness constraint on  is applied by a first-order 
derivative matrix . The regularization parameter  is 
found via the L-curve criterion and chosen such that the 
inversion misfit is in the order of the data noise while 
keeping a sufficiently smooth RTD [29, 28]. 

3 Experimental Methods & Procedures 

3.1 NMR Flow Cell Setup 

The experimental setup used in this study consists of 
multiple components, which allow for the combined 
measurement of fluid flow and NMR. An overview of the 
complete assembly is given in Fig. 1. The high-pressure 
flow cell, which is designed for samples of 30 mm in 
diameter and 15 − 60 mm in length, is placed vertically 
in the center of a Halbach magnet. The sample itself is 
placed between two NMR-inert PEEK (polyether ether 
ketone) pistons containing conduits for in- and outflow. 
Grooves on the pistons allow for the even distribution of 

the gas phase across the sample surface. A rubber sleeve 
encases the piston/sample arrangement. O-rings prevent 
influx of the confining pressure oil. The RF coil, which is 
a 13 mm long copper radio frequency coil (rf-coil), is 
located within the confining compartment surrounding the 
rubber sleeve and is centrally positioned around the 
sample plug. In order to apply a constant confining 
pressure, , (up to 30 MPa) the compartment is filled 
with a NMR-inert synthetic oil (FluorinertTM FC-40), 
regulated by a HPLC pump (Shimadzu LC-6A). 
Temperature fluctuations within the flow cell are 
monitored with a resistance thermometer PT 100 with an 
accuracy of 0.05 K. On the outside, a wooden cylinder 
encases the entire setup. 
 

Figure 1. Sketch of the NMR flow cell with A – outer sealing 
system, B – confining pressure compartment filled with NMR-
inert oil, C – inner O-ring sealed sleeve system, D – sample 
placed between PEEK pistons. 

The flow cell is connected to a nitrogen gas bottle on the 
high-pressure side p1 at the base of the setup. The low-
pressure side p2 is kept at atmospheric pressure, i.e., the 
gas flows opposite to gravity. In this system, gravitational 
forces on the water phase can be neglected as they are 
much smaller than the applied differential gas pressures 
of at least 100 kPa. A water reservoir moisturizes the gas 
stream in order to prevent drying of the sample. The 
downstream capillary is connected to either a bubble flow 
meter for gas flux measurements or a graduated pipette to 
determine single-phase water flux (top of the setup). 
Additionally, two pressure transducers (Keller, 0.05% 
FSO) at the inlet/outlet of the flow cell continuously 
monitor the pressure on both sides. 

3.2 NMR Data Processing 

All NMR relaxation measurements presented in this work 
are conducted with a low field Halbach NMR setup 
working at a frequency of 4 MHz [30, 31] and using the 
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Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) pulse sequence [32, 
33]. The shortest possible echo time in our setup is  =320 µ and, depending on the saturation and relaxation 
behavior of the corresponding sample, up to 2500 echoes 
were recorded, yielding signal lengths up to 0.8 s. 
Initially, each CPMG echo train was averaged until a 
signal-to-noise ratio of /~200 was reached. Over the 
course of the drainage experiment and due to the 
decreasing water saturation (and hence, decreasing signal 
amplitude), this constraint could not be maintained while 
keeping an equal NMR measurement interval of 30 
minutes. 

According to Curie’s law the magnetization is 
negatively correlated with temperature, i.e., for water, a 
temperature decrease of 1 K yields a magnetization 
increase of ~0.4 % and vice versa. However, in 
preliminary experiments we found, that even small 
temperature fluctuations have a much stronger effect on 
the initial amplitude of the NMR signal as expected. For 
testing purposes, we installed a 100 % water filled 
dummy sample (PVC container filled with degassed tap 
water) in the flow cell and the confining compartment was 
filled with the NMR-inert oil – the confining pressure was 
allowed to be atmospheric. Like in a drainage experiment, 
the temperatures inside the flow cell  and the 
laboratory  as well as the initial NMR amplitudes  
were continuously monitored over a period of 30 hours. 
From Fig. 2 a strong positive correlation between the 
NMR amplitude (NMRraw) and the temperature measured 
within the flow cell () is evident ( = 0.9990, cf. 
inset in Fig. 2). While the temperature inside the flow cell  (solid black line) varied by approximately ±0.1 K, 
the initial amplitude varied by about ±10 a. u.  or 4 %. 
This value is two orders of magnitude higher than the 
theoretical increase. As the NMR amplitude correlates 
linearly with the temperature fluctuation (see inset of Fig. 
2), the latter can be used to correct the NMR amplitudes. 
The temperature-corrected signal (NMRcorr) fluctuates 
less than 0.2 % around its mean value. For this reason, we 
conduct this pre-test always on the fully water saturated 
samples before starting the actual drainage experiment. 
We found, that a measurement time of approx. 48 hours 
yielded stable correlations between NMR amplitude and 
temperature fluctuations. 

 

Figure 2. Raw (red circles) and corrected (red squares) initial 
NMR amplitudes E0 together with the flow cell (black solid) and 
room temperature (black dashed) variations for a water sample; 
<T> denotes the mean temperature of the flow cell or the room, 
respectively. The inset shows the correlation between the raw 
amplitude and cell temperature fluctuation. 

The effect of temperature on bulk relaxation is well 
understood and can easily be approximated [19]. In the 
case of our test measurement with 100 % water, the 
measured bulk relaxation time follows the theoretical 
relation. Unlike modern NMR devices, our setup is not 
temperature regulated. We hypothesize that the 
temperature dependence of the NMR amplitude observed 
in our measurements is device or setup dependent, e.g., 
temperature effects on the electronic components of the 
resonant circuit. With the procedure described above, we 
are able to account for the temperature fluctuations and 
derive reliable water saturation information from our 
experiment. 

3.3 Single-Phase Flow – Intrinsic Gas Permeability 

To qualitatively and quantitatively compare single-phase 
and two-phase flow results, we use for both types of 
measurements the NMR flow cell under equal confining 
pressure conditions. To determine the intrinsic 
permeability , the dry sample is installed into the flow 
cell and the capillaries on the high-pressure side are 
connected to a nitrogen gas source. After application of 
the confining pressure, the gas permeability experiments 
are conducted at different mean fluid pressures . 
Here, steady state experiments are conducted at different 
upstream pressures , while keeping the downstream 
pressure  at ambient conditions. The volume flow , is 
measured on the outflow side with the attached bubble 
flow meter until steady state flow conditions are 
established. Apparent and intrinsic permeability values 
are determined from eqs. 2 and 3. 

3.4 Two-Phase Flow – Effective Gas Permeability 

Prior to all drainage experiments, air is removed from the 
sample in a vacuum desiccator. Thereafter, we saturated 
the sample with brine (10.6 g/L MgSO4 solution) and 
installed it into the flow cell. There, a confining pressure 
of 15 MPa is established. To obtain a sufficient amount of 
data for the temperature correction described above, 
repetitive NMR measurements (30 min interval) are 
performed on the fully water saturated and pressurized 
sample for a time span of at least 48 hours.  

Drainage experiments are performed according to the 
step-wise procedure usually applied for gas breakthrough 
determination of sealing lithologies [34]. The drainage 
experiment is conducted by increasing the gas pressure on 
the high-pressure side in different intervals ( = 0.3 −2.5 MPa), while the outflow side is constantly held at 
atmospheric pressure ( = const.). At low differential 
pressures, only water is displaced from the sample but no 
gas flows through it. After exceeding a threshold pressure, 
which equals the capillary pressure of the smallest pore 
along the percolation path, the gas phase breaks through 
and a saturation gradient establishes along the sample, i.e., 
along the pressure gradient. The whole drainage 
experiment is monitored by NMR measurements (30 min 
interval), as well as temperature and pressure 
measurements (30 s interval). Because of the saturation 
gradient and the sensitive range of the NMR coil of about 
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2 cm, we measure an average water saturation over this 
range. First gas flow being detected on the low-pressure 
side indicates that the capillary breakthrough pressure has 
been overcome. At this point, sufficient water has been 
displaced from the pore space and at least one gas 
conducting percolation path has been established. The 
number of percolation pathways increases with increasing 
gas pressure. Moreover, more pores are desaturated at the 
high-pressure side than at the low-pressure side, i.e., there 
is a saturation gradient, which changes with increasing 
gas pressure. Regularly, the gas outflow rate is detected 
with a bubble flow meter. After gas outflow and NMR 
signal (saturation) stabilize, the next pressure difference 
is applied. From the bubble flow meter and from the NMR 
data at stationary conditions, we calculate effective 
permeability of the gas phase, water saturation and 
relaxation time distribution, respectively. They in turn can 
be related to the applied pressure difference. 

4 Results & Discussion 

4.1 Sample Characterization & Intrinsic Properties 

The test plug (R1), used in this study, was provided by the 
Wintershall Holding GmbH and is a tight reservoir 
sandstone from a depth of about 4000 m. It is a coarse-
grained sandstone from the Rotliegend formation, 
containing illite as pore filling mineral. Some petro-
physical properties of sample R1 are provided in Tab. 1. 

Table 1. Petrophysical properties (logarithmic mean NMR 
relaxation time Tlgm, NMR porosity ΦNMR, Helium porosity ΦHe, 
Archimedes porosity ΦArch, intrinsic gas permeability k∞, and 
Klinkenberg slip factor b) of the sample used in this study.  

   |  |  %     
4.8 5.8 | 6.7 | 6.9 4 x 10-17 0.20 

 

 

Figure 3. Apparent gas permeability for the dry R1 sample 
(circles) and effective gas permeability during drainage 
(squares) as a function of reciprocal mean pressure pmean. The 
dashed line is a linear fit to the dry data yielding an intrinsic gas 
permeability of  = 4 10m. 

Porosity was determined via Archimedes’ principle. The 
intrinsic (Klinkenberg corrected) permeability is 4 10m and the slip factor is 0.2 MPa (cf. Tab. 1). In 

Fig. 3, the apparent permeability  as a function of 
reciprocal mean pressure  is shown (black circles). 
The Klinkenberg fit to derive the intrinsic permeability  is depicted with the gray dashed line. 

In Fig. 4 a typical NMR measurement is shown. The 
NMR transient (solid gray line) and the corresponding 
multi-exponential fit (solid black line) are depicted in Fig. 
4a. The signal consists of 750 echoes with an inter-echo 
time of 320 µs. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of this 
particular measurement is 180. Figure 4b shows the 
corresponding inverted relaxation time distribution 
(RTD). The RTD was derived as described above using a 
smoothed least squares fit with 20 relaxation times per 
decade. The regularization parameter was chosen as such, 
that the fitting error (rms = 0.07) is equal to the noise 
level of the data (dashed black line in Fig. 4a). The 
corresponding solid gray line in Fig. 4b represents the 
cumulative relaxation time distribution. The vertical black 
dashed line in Fig. 4b indicates the characteristic 
relaxation time of the RTD often referred to as 
logarithmic mean relaxation time T.  

 

Figure 4. (a) T2 NMR signal (gray solid) and corresponding fit 
(black solid) for the full saturated sample R1; (b) corresponding 
incremental (black solid) and cumulative (gray solid) relaxation 
time distribution. 

The RTD for sample R1 is characterized by one 
pronounced peak at about 4 ms and a minor peak at about 70 ms. Following the standard classification of RTDs 
[19] more than 95% of the signal originates from pores 
with relaxation times smaller than 33ms and hence, 
classifies as bulk volume irreducible (BVI) and clay 
bound water (CBW). This already indicates the tight 
character of the sample. 
A pre-characterization of the intrinsic properties before 
conducting the actual drainage experiment is generally 
advisable. Thereafter, the experimental protocol can be 
adjusted accordingly, i.e., with respect to the choice of 
initial pressure difference or the amount of pressure steps. 
If, for instance, samples exhibit a narrow pore size 
distribution, only a few (densely spaced) pressure steps 
can be applied before the irreducible water saturation is 
reached. 

4.2 Drainage Experiment 

The drainage experiment for sample R1 was conducted at 
15 MPa confining pressure. The differential pressure 
ranged from 0.2 to 2.4 MPa and the sample was drained 
to a S, of 0.13. The temperature over the course of the 
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entire experiment was (19.97 ± 0.21 °C). 
During the drainage experiment, we applied five 

distinct pressure steps (cf. Fig. 5a). At the first differential 
pressure of 0.2 MPa, no significant saturation decrease 
and no gas flow could be measured over the course of 24 h. Effective gas permeabilities were measured for the 
first time once breakthrough occurred and gas flow was 
established. This happened after approx. 50 h at a 
differential pressure of 0.4 MPa. In the following, 
differential pressure was increased approx. every 24 h 
depending on the equilibration of water saturation and 
effective gas permeability. 

The temperature fluctuation inside the flow cell is 
depicted in Fig. 5b. The fluctuations show amplitudes of ±0.5 K over the course of the experiment and decrease 
towards the end of the experiment. Fig. 5c shows the raw 
and temperature-corrected NMR amplitudes in gray and 
black, respectively. There are several events (Fig. 5b, c) 
where the change of temperature clearly influences the 
NMR amplitudes. For instance, between 24 h and 72 h 
the temperature varied between −0.5 K and 0.5 K yielding 
a saturation fluctuation of ±10 %. Figure 5c visualizes 
the impact of the aforementioned temperature correction. 
Without correction, water saturation (raw in Fig. 5) 
increases after the onset of gas flow (≥ 48 h), which is 
clearly unphysical considering the given experimental 
setup, but slightly decreases after temperature correction 
(corr. in Fig. 5). Effective gas permeabilities increased by 
more than an order of magnitude during the entire 
measuring cycle from 9.9 10 m to 2.2 10 m at 
differential pressures of 0.4 MPa and 2.4 MPa, 
respectively. 

 

Figure 5. Parameters recorded during the drainage experiment: 
(a) differential pressure; (b) temperature fluctuation inside flow 
cell; (c) raw (gray) and temperature-corrected (black) initial 
NMR amplitude or water saturation; (d) effective gas 
permeability. 

The increase of effective gas permeability with increasing 
differential pressure clearly occurs due to the drainage of 
successively smaller pores. This process can be visualized 
by contiguously plotting the RTD in a carpet plot, see 
panel I in Fig. 6. Even though we think that the drainage 
of successively smaller pores dominates the observed 
RTD changes, the shift towards shorter relaxation times 
with decreasing saturation might also be caused by the 

associated changes in the surface-to-volume ratio of 
drained pores. For example, water trapped in the corners 
of a desaturated angular pore contributes to the RTD with 
considerably smaller relaxation times than the originally 
saturated pore [35]. Panel I in Fig. 6 shows the relative 
amplitudes of the RTD (incremental porosity cf. Fig. 4b) 
ranging from 0.005 % (white) to 0.35 % (black) over the 
entire duration of the experiment. For better visualization, 
all amplitudes smaller than 0.005 % are not shown. The 
orange points in panel I indicate the logarithmic mean 
relaxation time  for every individual relaxation time 
distribution. It shows the change of the (logarithmic) 
mean size of the water saturated pores over the course of 
the experiment. For reference, the corresponding full 
saturation relaxation time distribution is shown in panel 
II. In panel III the temperature-corrected saturation () is plotted, which is given by the ratio of the initial 
NMR amplitudes (  0) to the first initial NMR 
amplitude at full saturation ( = 0).  
During the first 48 h of the drainage experiment, the 
saturation stays constant and all relaxation time 
distributions are very similar (cf. Fig. 4b). Like for the 
saturation, there is no visible change of relaxation times 
at the first pressure step of 0.2 MPa (after 22 h), i.e., the 
pressure is not high enough to establish a percolation 
pathway in the pore network. When increasing the 
differential pressure to 0.4 MPa (between 48 − 72 h) gas 
breakthrough is observed and saturation, as well as , 
decrease only slightly. At 0.7 MPa differential pressure 
(72 − 90 h), saturation and  decrease significantly 
mainly due to the drainage of larger pores ( 20 ms). 
After a first strong decrease in saturation and  at 1 MPa differential pressure the decrease levels off and all 
values stay constant for approximately 24 h. The final 
increase to 2.4 MPa differential pressure yields a rather 
strong drainage effect and a final water saturation of () = 0.13. Here, the strong drainage relates to 
pores having relaxation times between 1 − 10 ms. We 
cross-checked the final saturation by weighing the sample 
after the experiment and it was found to be () =0.15, so comparable to the value derived from the NMR 
measurement. 
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Figure 6. panel (I) RTDs over experiment duration; panel (II) 
full saturation RTD; panel (III) water saturation over 
experiment duration; orange points in panel (I) refer to the 
logarithmic mean relaxation time . 

4.3 History Matching 

The simultaneous recording of average water saturation 
(water production) and pressure gradient throughout a 
drainage experiment allows to history match recorded 
data by a two-phase flow simulator. A 1D model is used 
for the simulation assuming a homogeneous rock in all 
three dimensions. Software packages available are similar 
to reservoir black-oil simulators [36] and based on 
immiscible displacement of the fluid phases [37, 38]. 
They fit experimental data at distinct time steps, e.g., 
pressure gradient and water production, by adjusting 
capillary pressure and relative permeability as these 
curves are related to pressure and saturation. Analytical 
functions as Corey (power law), LET, Log (beta) etc. or 
measured data can be selected.  In this study the software 
Cydar© [39] was used to history match the data. In order 
to constrain the number of solutions, the measured 
relative gas permeability curve was fitted using Corey 
exponents and considered invariable throughout the 
history match. The history match was run by simulating 
the NMR water saturations and pressure recordings and 
adjusting the analytical curves of the relative permeability 
of water and the drainage capillary pressure. Figure 7 
shows a comparison of the measured and simulated water 
production, the measured and simulated pressure 
gradients and the relative permeability curves of gas and 
water, as well as the drainage capillary pressure data. The 
capillary pressure function includes an entry pressure () 
where gas starts to enter the pore space and displaces the 
water phase. The value of this entry pressure is consistent 
with the experimental differential pressure where a 
decrease of the NMR water saturation was observed. The 
analytical functions simulating the experimental data in 
1D are according to [40, 41]. 
 

 = ( − )/(1 − ), (9) 

 =  −  log , (10) 

 = (), (11) 

 = (1 − ), (12) 

 
with  the measured water saturation,   the residual 
water saturation,  the pore entry pressure,  as fitting 
parameter,  and  the relative permeabilities of 
water and gas respectively, and  and  the Corey 
fitting parameters. 

Figure 7a+b show the history match results for 
water saturation and differential pressure from the 
drainage experiment of sample R1. In Fig. 7c, the 
measured relative permeability (circles) is plotted. The 
fitted relative permeability for gas (dashed lines) and 
water (solid lines) are derived from history matching the 
monitored water saturation, pressure gradient and 
effective permeabilities. For the presented data, the 
derived Corey parameters yield a robust estimation of 
relative gas permeability over the entire water saturation 
range. Additionally, capillary pressure data can also be 
obtained from the history match, as shown in Fig. 7d. 

 

Figure 7. (a) History matched water saturation and (b) 
differential pressure for sample R1; (c) estimated relative 
permeabilities and (d) capillary pressure derived from history 
matching the monitored data for all four samples. The circles in 
panel a, b and c show the corresponding experimental data. 

5 Conclusion 

With the combined NMR and fluid flow measurements, 
we overcome the lengthy experimental series of different 
experiments that are generally used to characterize fluid 
flow properties of rocks (repetitive pre-saturation tests 
and permeability experiments). The test measurements 
proved crucial and resulted in significant improvements 
for the workflow and thus data quality.  
The combination of NMR relaxation measurements and 
two-phase fluid flow experiments allows for the 
continuous allocation of water saturation () to 
differential pressure ∆ (respectively capillary pressure 
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). Moreover, it provides information about the changing 
water distribution within the pore space, i.e., about the 
size of the water filled pores, over the course of the 
experiment. Furthermore, with the our NMR flow cell 
setup, we directly measure the relationship between water 
saturation and effective gas permeability ().  
After accounting for temperature fluctuations, the 
monitored changes in water saturation proved very 
accurate. However, for future experiments, it may be 
advantageous to place the whole setup in a temperature-
controlled container. 
The data recorded with the NMR flow cell, can be utilized 
for the parametrization of the relations between effective 
permeability, water saturation and capillary pressure by 
an inverse simulation of the experiment, i.e., by a history 
match. Hence, the results can readily enter a reservoir 
simulation. 
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